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SUPERVISORY BOARD

REPORT

At its meeting of 11th June 2020, the Supervisory Board
adopted the 2019 Annual Accounts of IDA Foundation (IDA),
as presented by the Executive Directors and audited by
PricewaterhouseCoopers Accountants N.V. (PwC).
The results for 2019 demonstrate a strong recovery
compared to the previous year. 2018 was a year in which
IDA had to cope with issues arising from the transition of its
own warehouses to a third-party logistic service provider;
a change that led to high costs and temporary loss of
revenue. In Q1 and Q2 of 2019 these issues still impacted
our business, but from then on, we saw a steady return of
customers, increasing revenues and margins, and better cost
and stock control. In 2019, the loss of 2018 was reversed into
a small operating profit.
In 2019, the Board was expanded with the appointment of
Mr. Stijn van Els from December 2019 and Mr. Kees Romme
from October 2019. Mr. van Els has extensive executive
management experience, most recently as CEO and
Chairman of the Shell Companies in Germany. Mr. Romme
has broad financial and audit expertise. In April 2020, Mr.
van Els took over the role of Chairman of the Board from Mr.
Guensberg. In the course of 2020, after a handover period,
Mr. Guensberg and Mr. ten Bruggencate will retire from the
Board.
During 2019, the Board conducted 6 regular meetings
with the CEO. These meetings focused on the annual
accounts, long-term company strategy, quarterly financial
and management reports, larger tenders, tax matters,
organisational changes and the budget for 2020. Members
of the Board also attended a meeting with the Works Council
to discuss IDA progress and challenges, and exchange views
with employee representatives. Individually, members of the
Board were also consulted by IDA management on issues
related to their areas of expertise. Specific attention was
given to the further embedding of the warehouse transition,
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financial developments and planned organisational changes.
In addition, the Board took pleasure in appointing Mr. Paul
van Ooijen as IDA’s new Chief Financial Officer as from 1
January 2020, after he had held the position of Finance
Director at IDA since 2018.
IDA remains a financially sound organisation with no
external financing, a high solvency and strong cash position.
The Board recognises that the environment in which IDA
operates is competitive and full of change. The outbreak of
the COVID-19 pandemic has brought new challenges for
the company, its suppliers, customers, and partners. This
current context requires IDA to maintain a clear focus and
demonstrate its flexibility and agility. We are confident that
with IDA’s plans for 2020, the organisation can meet the
challenges ahead and continue to serve customers – and
thereby patients – worldwide.
We want to take the opportunity to express our appreciation
to the Executive Directors and all employees for their
dedication, efforts, and loyalty to IDA throughout the past
year. We also thank IDA customers for their collaboration
and their confidence which enables IDA to continue its work
as a vital link providing access to medicines and medical
goods to countries in need.

Amsterdam, 11 June 2020

The supervisory board
Marek Guensberg, Chairman
Albert ten Bruggencate
Mieke Damen
Catherine Hodgkin
Cees Romme
Stijn van Els
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look forward to further contributing to these important
programmes as a Vector Control specialist.

As we start this new decade, we reflect on 2019 - a year
in which the world was again challenged by humanitarian
disasters, conflict in the Middle East, and impacts brought
about by climate change. While we reflect, we also look
forward at the coming decade – in the development sector
also seen as the ‘Decade to Deliver’ on the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). In always working toward our
mission of bridging the gap in access to medicines, in 2019
we managed to turn around our business, strengthen our
foundation and work on a long-term approach that will
allow us to meet the continuously changing needs in global
health.

LANDMARK CHANGES FOR TB PATIENTS

This Directors’ report covers all entities of IDA Foundation as
specified in the financial statement.

GLOBAL HEALTH CHALLENGES

The changing global health environment is not new to
IDA Foundation, as we have managed to adapt as an
organisation over the past 47 years. Whether it is as a
procurement agent for global programmes, as a supplier
of emergency goods or by shipping essential medicines to
local hospitals, we are proud to contribute to strengthening
local health systems in many different ways.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Continued conflict in the Middle East and natural disasters
worsened by climate change means that there is a high
demand for health products in pre-packaged kits or bulk to
serve populations where there is limited infrastructure. Our
specialised team has shown its ability to deliver efficiently;
in 2019 our emergency health kits were able to support
the response to Cyclone Idai in Mozambique, and cholera
kits arrived safely to support displaced populations in
Yemen, to name just two examples. Taking into account the
increasing need for response to emergencies, we opened
a new warehouse in Dubai. From this central hub between
our suppliers in Asia and our customer base in the African
and Middle Eastern region, we can serve global health
organisations efficiently and effectively. Next to our well-run
warehouse in The Netherlands, we are able to offer our
customers versatile supply chain solutions.

PREVENTING VECTOR-BORNE DISEASES

With approximately 700,000 deaths annually, vector-borne
diseases, including malaria, dengue and zika, place
an incredible burden on health systems in low-and
middle-income countries (LMICs). As a major supplier of
Long-Lasting Insecticidal Nets (LLINs), we are proud to play
a role in ensuring populations at risk can prevent these
diseases. In 2019, our role for the Global Fund PPM Vector
Control programme was strengthened with the addition
of Indoor Residual Spray (IRS) to the programme, and we
6

Mid-2019, WHO treatment guidelines for second- and
third-line TB formulations were drastically changed for the
first time in years. Great news for patients, who no longer
would have to use injectables with painful and serious
side effects but could take shorter oral treatments instead.
The change in these Multi Drug Resistant TB treatment
guidelines was partially the result of the positive outcomes
of a long-time study, which IDA contributed to with product
and order data as procurement agent for the UNOPS/Stop
TB Partnership/ Global Drug Facility. For suppliers, however,
the recommendations for a shorter oral-only treatment,
meant big changes in current and future order patterns,
especially for suppliers of injectables. For IDA, this also
meant working closely with all suppliers to ensure a smooth
transition in the programme.

GHSC-PSM

As one of the partners in the Global Health Supply Chain
consortium (GHSC-PSM), in 2019 we contributed to the
supply of essential medicines and antiretrovirals to 26
countries in Africa, Latin America and the Asia Pacific region.

QUALITY GUARANTEE

Our partners and customers in LMICs often share with us
that patients value our recognisable IDA-labelled products,
as it gives trust in the quality of the product. This is crucial
in markets where there are unfortunately many substandard
and counterfeit products on the market. Knowing we have
a stringent quality standard for medicines, customers and
partners value our expertise on quality affairs, and our
products with multilingual leaflets to support the appropriate
use of medicines.
In 2019, IDA once again successfully passed the
re-certification audit by USAID, thereby qualifying IDA
to continue the supply of our quality affordable health
products through USAID-funded programmes worldwide.
We also passed the ECHO audit, re-confirming IDA’s role
as a Humanitarian Procurement Centre (HPC). In promoting
the quality use of essential medicines, research has shown
that it leads not only to better health outcomes but can also
achieve considerable efficiencies in health systems. In turn,
this allows as many people as possible access to affordable
essential medicines.

In 2019, IDA delivered more than 22,000 kits,
including IEHK, cholera and malnutrition kits.
Vector Control: More than 103 million LLINs
(mosquito nets) delivered in 2019.
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2019 PERFORMANCE

In 2019 we were able to increase our revenue with
approximately 12% compared to 2018, mainly due to
more favourable conditions in our procurement services
programme activities. The wholesale business was impacted
heavily in Q1 and Q2 following the delayed deliveries
from our new outsourced warehouse. Once this was up
and running efficiently, we saw a slow but steady return
from customers who had been impacted by these delays.
The higher revenue, combined with improved margins,
better credit and stock management as well as cost control
meant we were able to reverse the losses of 2018 to a small
operating profit in 2019. Through this performance we were
also able to keep our equity at a high level. IDA remained to
have high equity and cash and no need for external funding.
in $ *m

2019

2018

Revenue

516,4

460,6

0,3

-15,7

155,8

151,3

0

0

46,4

46,9

Operating result
Cash
External loans
Equity
Solvency rate

20%

19%

Liquidity rate

118%

117%

CHANGES IN LEADERSHIP

In early 2020, we were glad to welcome Paul van Ooijen as
IDA’s new Chief Financial Officer, having already worked
with our team as Finance Director. With Wendy Eggen as
CEO, IDA now has dual leadership. Suzanne de Jongh was
promoted to Director of Procurement Services and Maarten
Neve joined the organisation as Director Wholesale. Our
HR Director Lieneke Krist retired after many years of valued
service and was succeeded by Beena Singh at our Mumbai
office.
The IDA supervisory board was strengthened with two new
members: our new chairman Stijn van Els and financial
specialist Kees Romme. Our two departing supervisory
board members have agreed to remain in the board for half
a year to ensure a smooth transition of the positions, which is
much appreciated.
By these changes we maintain the healthy balance within
our leadership, by keeping an equal male-female ratio in our
management as well as in our supervisory board.

STRATEGY

Always considering IDA’s mission in the development
of strategy, we also recognise that our organisation has
the potential for even more impact by strengthening
partnerships, creating synergies and sharing expertise. In
2019, we gathered our learnings from previous years, market
analysis and perspectives throughout the organisation, to
review our long-term vision in alignment with the SDGs and
UN Global Compact.
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Our goals are to:
1. Contribute to achieving universal health coverage (in
LMICs): reach 1 billion patients through IDA deliveries in
2025 (SDG3)
2. Deliver on our Promise: customer satisfaction on product
quality, cost, and supply chain solutions.
3. Maximising our impact: Building on new and existing
partnerships to identify and bridge gaps in access to
medicines (SDG17)
Since our foundation in 1972, the global health field has
developed immensely, and it is great to see that many LMICs
are showing progress when it comes to local health systems.
We believe in building local capacity and we reach local
customers through our strong distributor and agent network,
and where possible, through local manufacturing.
Aside from these countries, many underserved populations
remain. It is there where we feel IDA can ‘bridge the gap’
and ensure health solutions can be provided, whether
it is through the supply of products, our expertise, or by
providing valuable data insights. We initiated and expanded
on several data and automation-related projects in 2019,
including GS1 and track and trace solutions.
Working within a complex global supply chain, we
are aware that while working towards our mission, the
production of medicines and transporting goods also has
an environmental impact. Within our own organisation, we
have already implemented many sustainability policies. For
our supply chain, we intensified our work with partners on
finding creative and sustainable alternatives for packaging
and transport, so we can also make our supply chain
operations as environmentally friendly as possible.

THE IDA TEAM

Building a stronger foundation and creating efficiencies in
our internal organisation unfortunately also meant that we
had to say goodbye to team members that have worked
with us for many years. This was a difficult process and we
thank all those people for their contributions over the past
years. We are proud of the team we have; it is thanks to our
talented and motivated employees that we are confident we
can deliver on our ambitions and keep fulfilling our mission
in the future.

THE IMPACT OF COVID-19

COVID-19 is currently proving to test global health systems
and its supply chains, as well as populations worldwide. IDA
and its logistics partners are considered ‘vital organisations’
and have thus far maintained operations to ensure continued
supply of essential goods to those that need them most.
We are monitoring the situation closely and are addressing
all potential issues as they come up. Our team is incredibly
motivated to do all we can to see how we can contribute to
support our customers in the best way possible to minimise
the negative health impact in LMICs.
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When the COVID-19 outbreak in China became public, IDA
gave immediate attention to it. This attention was further
intensified when the virus was first identified in Europe. From
early March onwards, IDA organized daily meetings with
the CMT (Crisis Management Team) to address the impact
of COVID-19 to our business, and to agree upon mitigating
actions.
The impact on IDA is considered from different perspectives:
our people, customers, suppliers, freight forwarders,
warehouse providers, financial impact and command
structure.
We drew up a specific COVID-19 Business Continuity
Plan, considering all potential impacts and we agreed on
mitigating actions and action owners.
Key observations of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
to IDA:
• Our global workforce can work from home, securing
the safety of our staff and meaning that our office
operations can continue. Our internal controls are still
applicable and not impacted.
• IDA is active in the healthcare sector. While many
businesses have been shut down due to COVID-19related restrictions and government measures, these
do not apply to the healthcare sector (as it is labelled a
‘vital’ profession).
• While we deliver most of our products to LMICs, our
main customers are large international organisations
based in Europe and the US, and they have confirmed
that they want our supplies to continue. With potential
uncertainties and risk on the supply side, our sales
terms and conditions enable us to pass these on if
required. Where needed this was re-emphasised in our
communications and we also revisited our credit policy
to take the current situation into account.
• Our suppliers - especially in India and to a lesser
extent in China – have been hit hard by government
restrictions. China has now stabilised and production is
running again. In India, relaxation of the restrictions for
essential services (including pharmaceutical suppliers)
is also noticeable already. Nevertheless there remains
some uncertainty with respect to the availability of
goods in case COVID-19 remains to have effect on the
longer-term.
• While we face transport limitations, especially air cargo,
many traditional ‘transport lanes’ by air have been
replaced by charters, mostly dedicated to cargo only
• Our warehouses in the Netherlands, Dubai & Singapore
have not been impacted.
We have worked out various scenarios and related cash flow
projections, including sensitivity analyses. In these scenarios
we would be able to keep our cash and bank balance
positive. Naturally, our projections include an uncertainty, as
these are based on assumptions and actual developments
may deviate from our assumptions. Actual developments
can be worse than assumed and this can create additional
uncertainty. However, based on all the information that we
have now, we do not believe that the impact of COVID-19
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would have a material adverse effect on our financial
condition or liquidity, and would prevent us from operating
as a going concern for the coming 12 months as from the
date of this report. Therefore, the accounting principles
applied in the financial statements are based on the
assumption that the entity is a going concern.
For an analysis on the financial impact of COVID-19, we refer
to the section description of the conditions, circumstances
and developments resulting from COVID-19 in our Financial
Statement.

LOOKING AHEAD

Reflecting on the past year, IDA has demonstrated it can
overcome challenges: in 2019 we were able to turnaround
the business from having suffered a heavy loss to a
small operational profit. We streamlined our activities,
strengthened our organisation, attracted new leadership,
and reviewed our strategy to serve a changing world with
new demands. With solid warehouse operations in place in
both the Netherlands and Dubai, it is great to see customers
returning to IDA as they want to benefit from the high-quality
products they trust.
We see a high demand for our products and expect revenue
in 2020 to be in line with 2019, despite the phasing down
of part of the PPM activities and the COVID-19 pandemic.
The total number of FTE is expected to develop from
approximately 220 at the end of 2019 to about 180 FTE
at the end of 2020. This decrease is partly due to the
downscaling of the PPM programme and partly enabled by
expected efficiencies in our ERP system.
While (health) challenges will continue in the coming year,
we are confident that our team, with our clear mission and
goals in mind, can continue to be that vital link support in
addressing global health challenges in the years to come.

RISKS AND VULNERABILITIES
Strategic risk tolerance
We allow for strategic risk in pursuit of our mission. All
major risks within this area are solely taken on after careful
consideration by the Supervisory Board.
Operational and Compliance risk tolerance
Operational risks relate to our ability:
• To adapt our value proposition to the changing needs of
the customers
• To adapt our organisation in capabilities, size, systems &
processes to fulfil these needs efficiently and effectively
• To attract and retain the right talent.
Compliance with laws and regulations is fundamental
to the continued operation of IDA Foundation and its
related entities. Therefore, we take a strict approach where
compliance is concerned. Our Code of Conduct can be
found on the IDA website.
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Financial risk tolerance
Acceptable risk levels are minimised where financial risks
are concerned. The following section outlines a number of
financial risks incurred by IDA Foundation.
Currency risk
The majority of sales and purchases are done in US dollars
resulting in limited exposure. The main currency risk for IDA
concerns our Dutch operations: labour costs, office and
warehouse costs, as these are paid in Euros. Management
has decided to mitigate this currency risk for 2020 by
hedging 50% of its exposure with ABN/AMRO.
Price risk
Our price risk is related to sales versus purchase contracts
with fixed prices for a different period. We manage this risk
by bringing periods of fixed prices of purchase and of sales
closer to each other, with focus on products that show price
fluctuations.
Credit risk
So far, this risk was considered as ‘theoretical’, but because
we had to take material provisions in 2018, we tightened
credit management. In 2019 this showed to be successful.
Liquidity risk
This risk does not exist for the Procurement Services activities
as this is fully funded by the GF (for PPM and also for GDF)
and by USAID for GHSC-PSM. The potential liquidity risk
is limited to the Base Business and given the solid cash
position this is felt limited.
Our bank balances are mainly held at ABN/AMRO, a bank
with a credit A rating. This bank also provides us with a bank
guarantee facility.
IDA has no external funding, and this is also not considered
necessary in 2020.
9

COVID-19 related risk
As explained in this Directors’ Report, and in the
‘Subsequent events’ and the section ‘description of the
conditions, circumstances and developments resulting from
COVID-19’ of the financial statements, while COVID-19
impacts IDA’s supply chain, overall, we believe that the
COVID-19 impact on IDA is limited. Reasons for this belief
is that we are working in the health sector, classified as
‘vital’, and also because of our quick and solid response,
including risk mitigation. We have been able to continue
operations remotely with our staff working from home,
and our customers continue to request IDA products as
before. Most risk is in the supply of goods by our Indian and
Chinese suppliers as well as in the transport capacity. Both
were initially hit hard but are in the meantime picking up
again. The improving trend should continue for us to fully
get back in business again. As mentioned above, for more
details we refer to the sections of this annual report related
to COVID-19.

Amsterdam, 11 June 2020
Wendy Eggen
CEO

Paul van Ooijen
CFO
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019
After proposal appropriation of result.

31 December 2019
X 1000

NOTE

USD

USD

31 December 2018
USD

USD

ASSETS
FIXED ASSETS
INTANGIBLE ASSETS

1

Development costs

603

Licenses

1009

36

117
639

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

1,126

2

Land and buildings
Office inventory
Vehicles

3,361

3,488

507

763

27

33
3,895

4,284

101,883

100,517

CURRENT ASSETS ASSETS
INVENTORIES

3

RECEIVABLES

4

Trade receivables

5

16,479

18,386

Taxes and social security charges

6

108

592

Other receivables, prepayments and
accrued income

7

2,610

20,563

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

19,197

39,541

155,767

151,284

281,381

296,752

31 December 2019

31 December 2018
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TOTAL ASSETS

x 1000

NOTE

USD

USD

USD

USD

GROUP EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
GROUP EQUITY

9

PROVISIONS

10

46,394

46,859

97

97

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade payables

11

34,390

26,649

Payables relating to taxes and social security
contributions

12

661

341

Other liabilities and accrued expenses

13

199,839

222,806

TOTAL GROUP EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

11

234,890

249,796

281,381

296,752
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CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR 2019
2019
x 1000

NOTE

USD

NET TURNOVER

USD

516,406

Cost of sales

447,375

Wages and salaries

8,647

10,161

Social security charges

1,367

1,490

Pension contributions

704

901

Amortisation of intangible assets

495

476

Other operating expenses
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TOTAL OF SUM OF EXPENSES

TOTAL OF RESULT AFTER TAX

382
15,556
476,341

286

(15,702)

15

112

88

398

(15,614)

16

(861)

64

(463)

(15,550)

TOTAL OF RESULT OF ACTIVITIES BEFORE TAX
Income tax expense

383
13,389
516,120

TOTAL OF OPERATING RESULT
Financial income and expense

USD
460,639

491,135

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

12

USD

2018
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CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR 2019
2019
x 1000

NOTE

USD

USD

2018

USD

USD

TOTAL OF CASH FLOWS FROM (USED IN)
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating result

286

(15,702)

ADJUSTMENTS FOR:
Depreciation
Increase (decrease) in provisions

10

878

858

0

(20)
878

838

CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL:
Decrease (increase) in inventories

3

Movements receivables
Increase (decrease) in other payables

(1,366)

16,669

20,155

55,457

(15,311)

TOTAL OF CASH FLOWS FROM (USED IN)
OPERATIONS
Interest received
Income tax (paid)/received

(40,199)
3,478

31,927

4,642

17,063

122
16

88

(180)

TOTAL OF CASH FLOWS FROM (USED IN)
OPERATING ACTIVITIES

710
(68)

798

4,574

17,861

TOTAL OF CASH FLOWS FROM (USED IN)
INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
Purchase of intangible assets

1

(31)

(433)

Purchase of property, plant and equipment

2

(6)

(3,262)

Proceeds from sales and intangible assets

1

23

0

Proceeds from sales of property, plant and
equipment

2

12

312

TOTAL OF CASH FLOWS FROM (USED IN)
INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES

(2)

(3,383)

TOTAL OF CASH FLOWS FROM (USED IN)
FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Dividend distribution tax
Other movements
TOTAL OF CASH FLOWS FROM (USED IN)
FINANCING ACTIVITIES

0

(147)

(89)

(138)
(89)

(285)

NET CASH FLOW

4,483

14,193

Cash position ICF

0

(607)

4,483

13,586

2019

2018

USD

USD

151,284

137,698

4,483

13,586

155,767

151,284

TOTAL OF INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND
CASH EQUIVALENTS

x 1000
MOVEMENT IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning
Increase (decrease) cash and cash equivalents
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL
REPORT
ENTITY INFORMATION

Registered address and registration number trade register
The registered and actual address of Stichting International
Dispensary Association is Slochterweg 35, 1027 AA in
Amsterdam. Stichting International Dispensary Association
is registered at the Chamber of Commerce under number
33170905.

•

GENERAL NOTES

The most important activities of the entity
The operations of Stichting International Dispensary
Association and its group companies (‘the Group‘) are mainly
comprised of not for profit supplier of essential, quality
assured medicines and medical supplies to low and medium
income countries.

•

Disclosure of group structure
Stichting International Dispensary Association (“Stichting
IDA” or “IDA Foundation”) is the head of the IDA
organisation.
Disclosure of estimates
In applying the principles and policies for drawing up the
financial statements, the directors of Stichting International
Dispensary Association make different estimates and
judgments that may be essential to the amounts disclosed
in the financial statements. If it is necessary in order to
provide the transparency required under Book 2, article 362,
paragraph 1, the nature of these estimates and judgments,
including related assumptions, is disclosed in the notes to
the relevant financial statement item.
Description of the conditions, circumstances and
developments resulting from COVID-19
When the COVID-19 outbreak in China became public, IDA
gave immediate attention to it. This attention was further
intensified when the virus was first identified in Europe. From
early March 2020 onwards, IDA organised daily meetings
with the CMT (Crisis Management Team) to address the
impact of COVID-19 to our business, and to agree upon
mitigating actions.
The impact on IDA is considered from different perspectives:
our people, customers, suppliers, freight forwarders,
warehouse providers, financial impact and command
structure.
We drew up a specific COVID-19 Business Continuity
Plan, considering all potential impacts and we agreed on
mitigating actions and action owners.
Key observations of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
to IDA:
• Our global workforce can work from home, securing
the safety of our staff and meaning that our office
operations can continue. Our internal controls are still
applicable and not impacted.
• IDA is active in the healthcare sector. While many
businesses have been shut down due to COVID-19related restrictions and government measures, these
14

•
•

do not apply to the healthcare sector (as it is labelled a
‘vital’ profession).
While we deliver most of our products to LMICs, our
main customers are large international organisations
based in Europe and the US, and they have confirmed
that they want our supplies to continue. With potential
uncertainties and risk on the supply side, our sales
terms and conditions enable us to pass these on if
required. Where needed this was re-emphasised in our
communications and we also revisited our credit policy
to take the current situation into account.
Our suppliers - especially in India and to a lesser
extent in China – have been hit hard by government
restrictions. China has now stabilised and production is
running again. In India, relaxation of the restrictions for
essential services (including pharmaceutical suppliers)
is also noticeable already. Nevertheless there remains
some uncertainty with respect to the availability of
goods in case COVID-19 remains to have effect on the
longer-term.
While we face transport limitations, especially air cargo,
many traditional ‘transport lanes’ by air have been
replaced by charters, mostly dedicated to cargo only.
Our warehouses in the Netherlands, Dubai & Singapore
have not been impacted.

Overall, we believe that the impact of COVID-19 on IDA’s
business and results is limited, largely a result of our quick
and solid response, including risk mitigation.
To interpret the possible impact on our financial situation, we
outline the following relevant matters:
• The majority of our revenue is for procurement services
for large global health organisations. For this business,
we receive cash prepayments before we procure goods,
or in some cases before we ship goods. In the latter
case, we work with back to back orders to limit the
inventory risk.
For another part of our business we act as wholesaler.
In this business we closely monitor and limit our total
exposure, and give more importance to our credit
policy. So far, our Working Capital elements are well
under control and we do not expect this to change.
• A general deep worldwide recession will certainly hit
the destination countries of IDA products. However,
as our customers are mostly international institutions
supporting health systems in these countries, they are
expected to remain trustworthy customers who continue
to receive financial support, even making additional
funds available to fight COVID-19. These additional
funds and COVID-19 requests are supporting the
broadening of the product portfolio of IDA.
• IDA is prudently financed with equity only and no
external loans. Our solid cash position is about the same
at the end of April as at the end of 2019, for both cash
dedicated to procurement services as well as cash for
our wholesale activities.
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•

•

In the normal course of business, our running
operational cost are approximately $2m per month. We
have identified room to reduce these costs -if need beincluding costs for staff as we have a large flexible work
force.
We have equity above $46m, mainly in cash and other
liquid assets.

We have worked out various scenarios and related cash flow
projections, including sensitivity analyses. In these scenarios
we would be able to keep our cash and bank balance
positive. Naturally, our projections include an uncertainty, as
these are based on assumptions and actual developments
may deviate from our assumptions. Actual developments
can be worse than assumed and this can create additional
uncertainty. Whilst uncertain, based on all the information
that we have now, we do not believe that the impact of
COVID-19 would have a material adverse effect on our
financial condition or liquidity, and would prevent us from
operating as a going concern for the coming 12 months
as from the date of this report. Therefore, the accounting
principles applied in these financial statements are based on
the assumption that the entity is a going concern.
Disclosure of consolidation
The consolidation includes the financial information of IDA
Foundation and its group companies in which it exercises
control or whose central management it conducts. Group
companies are entities in which IDA Foundation exercises
direct or indirect control based on a shareholding of more
than one half of the voting rights, or of which it has the
authority to govern otherwise their financial and operating
policies. Potential voting rights that can be exercised directly
from the balance sheet date are also taken into account.
Group companies in which IDA Foundation exercises control
or whose central management it conducts are consolidated
in full.
Intercompany transactions, profits and balances among
group companies are eliminated, unless these results are
realised through transactions with third parties. Unrealised
losses on intercompany transactions are also eliminated,
unless such a loss qualifies as an impairment. The accounting
policies of group companies and other consolidated entities
have been changed where necessary, in order to align them
to the prevailing group accounting policies.
The consolidated companies are listed below:
• IDA International Holding BV, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands (100%)
• IDA International Services BV, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands (100%)
• IDA International Participation BV, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands (100%)
• IDA Trading Foundation Pvt Ltd Mumbai, India (100%
• IDA Republic Democratic, Kinshasa, Congo (100%)
• IDA Foundation Ltd. By Guarantee, Lagos, Nigeria
(100%)
• IDA Foundation Delaware, Delaware, USA (100%).
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Financial information relating to the group companies
and other legal entities and companies included in the
consolidation are fully included in the consolidated annual
accounts, eliminating the intercompany relationships and
transactions. Investments in third parties and results of group
companies are separately disclosed in the consolidated
annual accounts.
All legal entities that can be controlled, jointly controlled or
significantly influenced are considered to be a related party.
Entities which can control the Company are also considered
to be a related party. In addition, statutory directors, other
key management of IDA Foundation or the ultimate parent
company and close relatives are regarded as related parties.
Transactions with related parties are disclosed in the notes
insofar as they are not transacted under normal market
conditions. The nature, extent and other information is
disclosed if this is necessary in order to provide the required
insight.
The application of Article 402
Since the consolidated profit and loss account for 2019 of
Stichting International Dispensary Association is included in
the consolidated financial statements, an abridged income
statement has been disclosed (in the company financial
statements) in accordance with Section 402, Book 2 of the
Dutch Civil Code.
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GENERAL ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

The accounting standards used to prepare the financial
statements
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared
in accordance with the statutory provisions of Part 9, Book
2 of the Dutch Civil Code and the firm pronouncements in
the Guidelines for Annual Reporting in the Netherlands as
issued by the Dutch Accounting Standards Board.

Operating leases
Lease contracts for which a large part of the risks and
rewards incidental to ownership of the assets does not lie
with the Company, are recognised as operating leases.
Lease payments are recognised on a straight line basis in the
income statement over the term of the contract, taking into
account reimbursements received from the lessor.

In general, assets and liabilities are stated at the amounts
at which they were acquired or incurred, or current value.
If not specifically stated otherwise, they are recognised at
the amounts at which they were acquired or incurred. The
balance sheet, income statement and cash flow statement
include references to the notes.

Financial instruments
Financial instruments are understood to mean both primary
financial instruments, such as receivables and liabilities, as
well as financial derivatives. Securities included in financial
and current assets are stated at fair value. All other on
balance financial instruments are carried at (amortised) cost.

Disclosure of changes in accounting policies
The accounting policies have been consistently applied to all
the years presented.

Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be
exchanged, or a liability settled, between knowledgeable,
willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. If no fair
value can be readily and reliably established, fair value
is approximated by deriving it from the fair value of
components or of a comparable financial instrument,
or by approximating fair value using valuation models
and valuation techniques. Valuation techniques include
using recent arm’s length market transactions between
knowledgeable, willing parties, if available, reference to the
current fair value of another instrument that is substantially
the same, discounted cash flow analysis and/or option
pricing models, making allowance for entity specific inputs.

Conversion of amounts denominated in foreign
currency
Items included in the financial statements of group
companies are measured using the currency of the
primary economic environment in which the respective
group company operates (the functional currency). The
consolidated financial statements are presented in US
dollars, which is the functional and presentation currency of
Stichting International Dispensary Association.
Non-monetary assets valued at historical cost in a foreign
currency are converted at the exchange rate on the
transaction date.
Non-monetary assets valued at fair value in a foreign
currency are converted at the exchange rate on the date on
which the fair value was determined.
Foreign currency translation for the balance sheet
Receivables, liabilities and obligations denominated in
foreign currencies are translated at the exchange rate
prevailing at balance sheet date. Transactions in foreign
currency during the financial year are recognized in the
financial statements at the exchange rate prevailing at the
transaction date. The exchange differences resulting from
the translation at the balance sheet date, are recorded in the
profit and loss account.
Foreign currency translation and the processing of foreign
currency translation differences with regard to business
activities abroad
Assets and liabilities of consolidated subsidiaries with a
functional currency different from the presentation currency
are translated at the applicable rate of exchange prevailing
at the balance sheet date; income and expenses are
translated at average exchange rates during the financial
year. Goodwill and fair value adjustments arising on the
acquisition of a foreign operation are treated as assets and
liabilities of these subsidiaries and translated at the closing
rate. Any resulting exchange differences are taken directly to
the legal reserve for translation differences within equity.
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IDA Foundation closed several foreign exchange (FX)
forward contracts. These derivative financial instruments
are not quoted in an open market and are stated at cost or
current value, if lower, after initial recognition at fair value.
If the fair value as at balance sheet date is lower than the
cost of the derivative financial instrument, the difference is
recognised in the income statement. Derivates that consist of
foreign currencies are converted using the period end rate
of exchange, gains and losses are recognised in the income
statement. Derivatives with a negative fair value are subject
to Guideline 252 Provisions.
In the notes on the separate balance sheet items, the actual
value of that instrument is explained if it differs from the
book value. If the financial instrument is not included in the
balance, the information on the actual value is provided
in the explanation of the ‘settlements not included on the
balance sheet’. We refer to the discussion per balance
sheet item for the valuation principles of primary financial
instruments.
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ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

Intangible assets
Intangible fixed assets are stated at historical cost less
amortisation. Impairments are taken into consideration;
this is relevant in the event that the carrying amount of the
asset is higher than its realisable value. With regard to the
determination as to whether an intangible fixed asset is
subject to an impairment, please refer to note Impairment
of fixed assets. Intangible fixed assets consist of external
development cost for the ERP system and licenses paid for
computer software.
The development costs are capitalised when the
development is completed and it is likely from both a
commercial and technical perspective that the project will
be successful and the costs can be determined reliably.
Development costs are amortised by the straight line
method over the economic life time of a period of five years.
The license costs are capitalised and amortised by the
straight line method over the economic life time, generally
not exceeding 5 years.
Property, plant and equipment
Land and buildings are stated at historical cost plus
expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of
the items, less straight line depreciation over their estimated
useful lives. Land is not depreciated. Allowance is made for
any impairment losses expected at the balance sheet date.
For details on how to determine whether property, plant or
equipment is impaired, please refer to the respective note.
Other non-current assets are valued at historical cost
or manufacturing price including directly attributable
expenditure, less straight line depreciation over their
estimated useful lives and impairment losses. The
manufacturing price is comprised of the cost of raw
materials and consumables, and also includes expenditure
directly attributable to an asset’s manufacturing, including
installation costs.
Financial assets
Other receivables disclosed under financial assets include
issued loans and other receivables as well as
purchased loans that will be held to their maturity date.
These receivables are initially measured at fair value
including transaction costs if material and subsequently
carried at amortised cost. If loans are issued at a discount or
premium, the discount or premium is recognised through
profit or loss over the maturities of the loans using the
effective interest method. Transaction costs are also included
in the initial valuation and recognised through profit or loss
as part of the effective interest method. Impairment losses
are deducted from amortised cost and expensed in the
income statement.
Deferred tax assets are recognised for all deductible
temporary differences between the value of the assets and
liabilities under tax regulations on the one hand and the
accounting policies used in these financial statements on the
other, on the understanding that deferred tax assets are only
recognised insofar as it is probable that future taxable profits
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will be available to offset the temporary differences and
available tax losses.
The calculation of the deferred tax assets is based on the
tax rates prevailing at the end of the reporting year or the
rates applicable in future years, to the extent that they have
already been enacted by law.
Deferred tax assets are valued at their nominal value.
Impairment of assets
As at each balance sheet date, the Company tests whether
there are any indications of assets being subject to
impairment. If any such indications exist, the recoverable
amount of the asset is determined. If this proves to be
impossible, the recoverable amount of the cash generating
unit to which the asset belongs is identified. An asset is
subject to impairment if its carrying amount exceeds its
recoverable amount; the recoverable amount is the higher
of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use.
An impairment loss is directly recognised in the income
statement while the carrying amount of the asset concerned
is concurrently reduced.
The fair value is initially determined based on a binding
sales agreement. If such an agreement is not available,
the fair value is determined based on the active market.
An impairment loss is directly expensed in the income
statement. The discounted rate should not include any
considerations with regard to risks which have already been
reflected in the future cash flows.
If it is established that a previously recognised impairment
loss no longer applies or has declined, the increased
carrying amount of the assets in question is not set any
higher than the carrying amount that would have been
determined had no asset impairment been recognised.
Impairments with regard to goodwill are not reversed.
The Company assesses at each balance sheet date whether
there is objective evidence that a financial asset or a group
of financial assets is impaired. If any such evidence exists, the
impairment loss is determined and recognised in the income
statement.
The amount of an impairment loss incurred on financial
assets stated at amortised cost is measured as the difference
between the asset’s carrying amount and the present
value of estimated future cash flows, discounted at the
financial asset’s original effective interest rate (i.e. the
effective interest rate computed at initial recognition). If, in
a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss
decreases and the decrease can be related objectively to an
event occurring after the impairment was recognised, the
previously recognised impairment loss shall be reversed.
The reversal shall not result in a carrying amount of the
financial asset that exceeds what the amortised cost would
have been had the impairment not been recognised at the
date the impairment is reversed. The amount of the reversal
shall be recognised through profit or loss.
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If an impairment loss has been incurred on an investment
in an equity instrument carried at cost, the amount of the
impairment loss is measured as the difference between
the carrying amount of the financial asset and the present
value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the
current market rate of return for a similar financial asset. The
impairment loss shall be reversed only if the evidence of
impairment is objectively shown to have been removed.
Inventories
Inventories (stocks) are valued at historical purchase price,
including inbound transport costs based on the FIFO
method (first in, first out) or lower realisable value. The
realisable value is the estimated sales price less directly
attributable sales costs. In determining the realisable value,
the obsolescence of the inventories is taken in account.
Receivables
Receivables are initially valued at the fair value of the
consideration to be received. Receivables are subsequently
valued at the amortised cost price. If there is no premium or
discount and there are no transaction costs, the amortised
cost price equals the nominal value of the accounts
receivable. If payment of the receivable is postponed under
an extended payment deadline, fair value is measured on
the basis of the discounted value of the expected revenues.
Interest gains are recognised using the effective interest
method. Provisions for bad debts are deducted from the
carrying amount of the receivable.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash in hand, bank
balances and deposits held at call with maturities of less
than 12 months. Cash and cash equivalents are stated at face
value.
Provisions
Provisions are recognised for legally enforceable or
constructive obligations existing at the balance sheet date,
the settlement of which is probable to require an outflow of
resources whose extent can be reliably estimated.
Provisions are measured on the basis of the best estimate of
the amounts required to settle the obligations at the balance
sheet date. Unless indicated otherwise, other provisions are
stated at the present value of the expenditure expected to
be required to settle the obligations.
Where some or all of the expenditure required to settle a
provision is expected to be reimbursed by another party, the
reimbursement shall be recognised when, and only when,
it is virtually certain that reimbursement will be received if
the entity settles the obligation. The reimbursement shall be
treated as a separate asset.
Provision for jubilee benefits
A provision for jubilee benefits at 12,5 and 25 year
employment is calculated, based on RJ 271 employee
benefits.
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The calculation of the provision is time proportional and
takes into account the probability that an employee leaves
before reaching jubilee employment.
Current liabilities
On initial recognition current liabilities are recognised
at fair value. After initial recognition current liabilities are
recognised at the amortised cost price, being the amount
received taking into account premiums or discounts and
minus transaction costs. This is usually the nominal value.
Accounting principles for determining the result
The result is the difference between the realisable value
of the goods/services provided and the costs and other
charges during the year. The results on transactions are
recognised in the year in which they are realised.
Net turnover
Net turnover comprises the income from the supply of
goods and services after deduction of discounts and such
like and of taxes levied on the turnover.
Revenues from the sale of goods
Revenue from sales of goods is recognised when all
significant risks and rewards incidental to the ownership of
the goods have been transferred to the buyer.
Revenues from providing services
Revenue from sales of services is recognised under the
percentage of completion method based on the services
performed to the balance sheet date as a percentage of the
total services to be performed.
Cost of sales
Cost of sales represents the direct and indirect expenses
attributable to revenue.
Costs are recognised based on the historical cost convention
and are allocated to the reporting year to which they relate.
Wages
Short term employee benefits
Salaries, wages and social security contributions are taken to
the income statement based on the terms of employment,
where they are due to employees and the tax authorities
respectively.
Applied policy of pension costs
IDA has a number of pension schemes for its employees.
The most important characteristics of these schemes are:
Pension type: Career average salary:
• Build up percentage: 1.875%
• Pension age: 68
• Franchise: € 13,785
• Maximum salary: € 107,593
• Pension base: Salary / franchise Surviving Relatives
Pension: 70% of the achievable pension, paid out
lifelong
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Pension type: Defined Contribution Pension Scheme:
• Build up percentage: Table 2 (100%) based on 4%
interest
• Pension age: 68
• Franchise: € 13,785
• Maximum salary: € 107,593
• Pension base: Salary / franchise
• Surviving Relatives Pension: 1,16% of pension base per
achievable years employed, paid out lifelong € 15.166
per year, paid out until surviving partner is 67
IDA Foundation has a number of pension schemes to which
the provisions of the Dutch Pension Act (‘Pensioenwet’)
are applicable. IDA Foundation pays premiums based
on (legal) requirements, a contractual or voluntary basis
to an insurance company. Premiums are recognised as
employee cost when they are due. Prepaid contributions are
recognised as deferred assets if these lead to a refund or
reduction of future payments. Contributions that are due but
have not yet been paid are presented as liabilities.
Amortisation of intangible assets and depreciation of
property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets, including goodwill, are amortised and
property, plant and equipment are depreciated over the
expected future useful life as from the inception of their use.
Land and investment property are not depreciated. Future
depreciation and amortisation are adjusted if there is a
change in estimated future useful life.
Gains and losses from the occasional sale of property, plant
and equipment are included in depreciation.
Other operating expenses
Costs are determined on a historical basis and are attributed
to the reporting year to which they relate.
Financial income and expenses
Interest paid and received is recognised on a time weighted
basis, taking account of the effective interest rate of the
assets and liabilities concerned. When recognising interest
paid, allowance is made for transaction costs on loans
received as part of the calculation of effective interest.
Exchange differences arising upon the settlement or
conversion of monetary items are recognised in the income
statement in the period that they arise, unless they are
hedged.
Income tax expense
Income tax is calculated on the profit/(loss) before tax in the
income statement, taking into account any losses carried
forward from previous financial years (where not included in
deferred income tax assets) and tax-exempt items and nondeductible expenses. Account is also taken of changes in
deferred income tax assets and liabilities owing to changes
in the applicable tax rates.
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Cash flow statement
The cash flow statement has been prepared using the
indirect method. The cash items disclosed in the cash flow
statement comprise cash at banks and in hand except
for deposits with a maturity longer than three months.
Cash flows denominated in foreign currencies have been
translated at average estimated exchange rates. Exchange
differences affecting cash items are shown separately in the
cash flow statement. Interest paid and received, dividends
received, and income taxes are included in cash from
operating activities. Transactions not resulting in inflow or
outflow of cash, including finance leases, are not recognised
in the cash flow statement. Under the investments only the
investments are included for which in cash was paid.
Financial instruments and risk management
• Currency risk: The majority of sales and purchases
are done in US dollars resulting in limited exposure.
The main currency risk for IDA concerns our Dutch
operations: labour costs, office and warehouse costs, as
these are paid in Euros. Management has decided to
mitigate this currency risk for 2020 by hedging 50% of
its exposure with ABN/AMRO.
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•

Price risk: Our price risk is related to sales versus
purchase contracts with fixed prices for a different
period. We manage this risk by bringing periods of fixed
prices of purchase and of sales closer to each other, with
focus on products that show price fluctuations.

•

Credit risk: So far, this risk was considered as
‘theoretical’, but because we had to take material
provisions in 2018, we tightened credit management. In
2019 this showed to be successful.

•

Liquidity risk: This risk does not exist for the Procurement
Services activities as this is fully funded by the GF (for
PPM and also for GDF) and by USAID for GHSC-PSM.
The potential liquidity risk is limited to the Base Business
and given the solid cash position this is felt limited. Our
bank balances are mainly held at ABN/AMRO, a bank
with a credit A rating. This bank also provides us with a
bank guarantee facility. IDA has no external funding, and
this is also not considered necessary in 2020.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
1.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Development
costs

Licenses

Total

USD

USD

USD

2,202

294

2,496

Accumulated amortisation

(1,193)

(177)

(1,370)

BOOK VALUE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2019

1,009

117

1,126

30

1

31

(436)

(59)

(495)

0

(23)

(23)

(406)

(81)

(487)

x 1000
BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2019
Cost or manufacturing price

MOVEMENTS
Additions
Amortisations
Disposals
BALANCE MOVEMENTS
BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019
Cost or manufacturing price
Accumulated amortisation
BOOK VALUE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019
Amortisation percentages

2,232

295

2,527

(1,629)

(259)

(1,888)

603

36

639

20

20

The development costs mainly relate to software costs for
the ERP system. The licenses relate to licenses paid for
computer software.

2.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Land and
buildings

Office
inventory

Vehicles

Total

USD

USD

USD

USD

Cost or manufacturing price

4,190

1,711

51

5,952

Accumulated depreciation

(702)

(948)

(18)

(1,668)

3,488

763

33

4,284

Disposals

(8)

(2)

(2)

(12)

Additions

0

6

0

6

x 1000
BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2019

BOOK VALUE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2019
MOVEMENTS

Depreciation

(119)

(260)

(4)

(383)

BALANCE MOVEMENTS

(127)

(256)

(6)

(389)

Cost or manufacturing price

4,182

1,715

49

5,946

Accumulated depreciation

(821)

(1,208)

(22)

(2,051)
3,895

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019

BOOK VALUE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019
Depreciation percentages

21

3,361

507

27

0-10

10-20

10-20
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3.

INVENTORIES

The stock which is held by IDA Foundation in consignment
for GDF of an amount of USD 9.3 million (2018: USD 11.1
million) is not included in the inventories because IDA Foundation does not bear risks on these stock positions. The write
down on stocks amounted USD 1.1 million (2018: USD 3.0
million) in 2019.

FINISHED PRODUCTS AND GOODS FOR
RESALE
31-12-2019

31-12-2018

101,883

100,517

31-12-2019

31-12-2018

x 1000
Inventories

4.

DISCLOSURE OF RECEIVABLES

5.

TRADE RECEIVABLES

Receivables all have a remaining term to maturity of less
than one year, unless stated otherwise. The fair value of the
accounts receivable is close to the carrying amount, given
the current nature of the accounts receivable and the fact
that, where necessary, provisions for bad debt have been
recognised.

x 1000
Trade receivables
Provisions for doubtful debts

USD

USD

21,716

24,308

(5,237)

(5,922)

16,479

18,386

31-12-2019

31-12-2018

x 1000

USD

USD

Value added tax

108

403

6.

TAXES AND SOCIAL SECURITY CHARGES

Corporate income tax

0

189

108

592

31-12-2019

31-12-2018

The unused compensable losses per 31 December 2019
of USD 15.6 million, have not been capitalised. This is
based on a conservative valuation principle.

7.

OTHER RECEIVABLES, PREPAYMENTS
AND ACCRUED INCOME

x 1000

USD

USD

Advance payments to suppliers

1,446

18,415

Miscellaneous prepaid expenses

1,164

2,148

2,610

20,563

8.

DISCLOSURE OF CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS

The cash and bank balances include bank balances of an
amount of USD 129.7 million (2018: USD 136.1 million),
which are restricted for financing the large programmes.
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9.

DISCLOSURE OF GROUP EQUITY

The group equity is detailed in the notes to the company
financial statements.

10. PROVISIONS
x 1000
Other provisions

31-12-2019

31-12-2018

USD

USD

97

97

The other provisions relate to jubilee benefits.

OTHER PROVISIONS
2019
x 1000

USD

Balance as at 1 January

97

Movements

0
97

Balance as at 31 December

11. DISCLOSURE OF CURRENT LIABILITIES
All current liabilities fall due in less than one year. The fair
value of the current liabilities approximates the book value
due to their short-term character.

12. PAYABLES RELATING TO TAXES AND
SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
x 1000

31-12-2019

31-12-2018

USD

USD
269

Wage tax

235

Corporate income tax

406

0

Pension contributions

20

72

661

341

31-12-2019

31-12-2018

13. OTHER LIABILITIES AND ACCRUED
EXPENSES
x 1000
Advanced payments received from clients / large programmes

USD
123,079

Miscellaneous accruals and deferred income

74,235

85,930

Prepayments for buffer stock

15,630

13,797

199,839

222,806

CONTINGENT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Disclosure of contingent arrangements
To mitigate the currency risk for payments in euro IDA
Foundation has hedged the risk for approximately 50% of the
currency exposure, amounting to EUR 750,000 per month
until December 2020.
The off-balance sheet liabilities relating to the fiscal unity
For corporate income tax purposes, IDA Foundation and IDA
Holding B.V. and IDA Participatie B.V. and IDA International
23

USD
109,974
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Services B.V. are a fiscal unity. IDA Foundation and these
subsidiaries are both severally and jointly liable for the tax
payable by the combination.
Off-balance sheet commitments relating to guarantees
The ABN AMRO Bank N.V. gave the following guarantees
at 31 December 2019: EUR 744,964. (2018: EUR 809,848)
and USD 339,846 (2018: USD 723,017) on behalf of
clients in connection with advance payments received, or
guarantees related to observing commitments that have been
undertaken. The bank guarantee facility at ABN AMRO Bank
N.V. is EUR 8,000,000 (2018: EUR 8,000,000).
Assets and liabilities not recognised in balance sheets:
Operating lease commitments: Breakdown maturity
31-12-2019

31-12-2018

x 1000

USD

USD

Minimal lease payments of operational leases with a maturity
within one year

335

210

Total of minimal lease payments of operating leases

335

210

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
From the start of 2020, COVID-19 is proving to test global
health systems and its supply chains, as well as populations
worldwide. With the pandemic starting in China, then quickly
spreading to Europe and the US, the impact of COVID-19
has now also reached LMICs, the market that IDA serves.
This clearly has an effect on our customers and impacts our
operations and our people in all parts of the world. Our team
is incredibly motivated to do all we can to see how we can
contribute to support our customers in the best way possible
to minimize the negative health impact in LMICs.
At this stage the financial impact of COVID-19 is limited and is
considered as a non-adjusting event for the December 2019
year-ends. This is elaborated upon in the ‘section description
of the conditions, circumstances and developments resulting
from COVID-19’.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
GEOGRAPHIC SEGMENTATION TURNOVER
2019

2018

x 1000

USD

USD

Europe

14,994

28,311

128,702

150,995

Asia
America
Africa

9,137

13,836

363,573

267,497

516,406

460,639

2019

2018

USD

USD

64

66

2019

2018

127

169

For most of the Procurement Services activities, IDA operates
as a Principal. The presented net turnover related to these
Procurement Services consists of the revenue for the goods
delivered, for the external services rendered (like transport
and QC), as well as for the Procurement Fees. However, for
the activities related to the Strategic Rotating Stockpile of
GDF, IDA operates as an agent and only the Procurement
Fee is included in the turnover.

REMUNERATION OF DIRECTORS
The Executive Board of IDA Foundation consisted of one
person in 2019. In accordance with the exemption of
Section 383 paragraph 1, Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code
no disclosure regarding payments to the Executive Board is
required.

REMUNERATION OF SUPERVISORY BOARD

x 1000
Remuneration of supervisory board

AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

Active within the Netherlands
Active outside the Netherlands

109

116

TOTAL

236

285

2019

2018

USD

USD

14. OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES

x 1000
Other expenses of employee benefits

3,014

3,500

Housing expenses

592

803

Selling expenses

524

506

Office expenses

410

595

General expenses

25

8,849

10,152

13,389

15,556
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SPECIFICATION AUDIT FEES
2019

Pricewaterhouse-Coopers Accountants N.V.

x 1000

USD

Audit of the financial statement

232

Other audit services

33
265

2018

Pricewaterhouse-Coopers Accountants N.V.

x 1000

USD

Audit of the financial statement

180

The fees listed above relate to the procedures applied to the
Company and its consolidated group entities by accounting firms and external independent auditors as referred to
in Section 1, subsection 1 of the Audit Firms Supervision Act
(‘Wet toezicht accountantsorganisaties (Wta)’) as well as by
Dutch and foreign-based accounting firms, including their
tax services and advisory groups.
These fees relate to the audit of the 2019 financial
statements, regardless of whether the work was performed
during the financial year.

15. FINANCIAL INCOME AND EXPENSE
2019

2018

x 1000

USD

USD

Interest and similar income

112

88

2019

2018

USD

USD

(861)

64

16. INCOME TAX EXPENSE
x 1000
Income tax revenue/expense
Effective tax rate
Applicable tax rate

DISCLOSURE OF INCOME TAX EXPENSE
The applicable tax rate is based on the relative proportion of
the group companies’ contribution to profit and the tax rates
ruling in the countries concerned.
The effective tax rate differs from the applicable tax rate due
to exchange rate differences and the final tax claim we paid
of USD599K for prior years. Effective tax rate corrected for
tax claim is 65,8%. The effective tax percentage over 2019
is relatively high as over positive results in participations tax
the applicable tax rates are applicable, while negative results
are added to the unused compensable losses that have not
been capitalized as described in note 6.
The tax expense consists of: Correction on declarations from
2013 onwards. Mainly related to transfer pricing between
IDA India and IDA Netherlands.

26

%

%

216.33

(0.41)

25

25
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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COMPANY-ONLY BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019
After proposal distribution of result

31 December 2019
X 1000

NOTE

USD

USD

31 December 2018
USD

USD

ASSETS
FIXED ASSETS
INTANGIBLE ASSETS

17

Development costs

573

Licenses

1,009

59

177
632

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

18

Land and buildings
Office inventory
Vehicles
FINANCIAL ASSETS

1,126

3,361

3,472

422

613

2

4
3,785

4,089

1,451

2,594

101,883

100,486

19

Participations in group companies		
CURRENT ASSETS ASSETS
INVENTORIES

20

RECEIVABLES

21

Trade receivables
Taxes and social security charges

22

Other receivables, prepayments and
accrued income

16,479

18,386

108

592

1,987

20,395
18,574

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

23

154,816

149,272

281,141

296,940

31 December 2019

31 December 2018

TOTAL ASSETS

x 1000

NOTE

39,373

USD

USD

USD

USD

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
EQUITY

24

46,394

46,860

PROVISIONS

25

97

97

CURRENT LIABILITIES

26

Trade payables
Liabilities to group companies

26,633

9

212

Payables relating to taxes and social security
contributions

27

661

341

Other liabilities and accrued expenses

28

199,588

222,797

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

28

34,392

234,650

249,983

281,141

296,940
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COMPANY-ONLY ABRIDGED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
FOR THE YEAR 2019
2019
x 1000
Income from participations in group and other
investments
Company result after taxes
NET RESULT AFTER TAXATION

29

NOTE

USD

USD

471

2018

USD

USD

567

(934)

(16,117)
(463)

(15,550)
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS OF THE
COMPANY-ONLY ANNUAL REPORT
GENERAL ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

The accounting standards used to prepare the financial
statements
The company financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with the statutory provisions of Part 9, Book 2
of the Dutch Civil Code and the firm pronouncements in
the Dutch Accounting Standards as issued by the Dutch
Accounting Standards Board.
The accounting policies for the company financial
statements and the consolidated financial statements are
the same. Group companies are stated at net asset value in
accordance with the consolidated financial statements.
For the accounting policies for the company balance sheet
and income statement, reference is made to the notes to the
consolidated balance sheet and income statement.

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

Financial assets
Financial fixed assets are stated at net asset value, based on
group accounting policies.
Majority interests and other participating interests in which
significant influence may be exerted are stated at net asset
value, using the equity method. Significant influence is
assumed to be present if the shareholder’s interest is 20% or
more.
The net asset value is calculated on the basis of the
accounting policies used in these financial statements.
Participating interests with an equity deficit are carried
at nil. If and insofar as Stichting International Dispensary
Association fully or partially guarantees the debts of the
participating interest or has the firm intention to allow the
participating interest to pay its debts, a provision is formed.
Participating interests in which no significant influence can
be exercised, are stated at acquisition price or a lower value,
should this be necessary.
Share in results of participating interests
The result is the amount by which the carrying amount of
the participation has changed since the previous financial
statements as a result of the earnings achieved by the
participation to the extent that this can be attributed to
Stichting International Dispensary Association.
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NOTES TO THE BALANCE SHEET
17. INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Development
costs

Licenses

Total

USD

USD

USD

x 1000
BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2019
Cost or manufacturing price

2,202

294

2,496

Accumulated amortisation

(1,193)

(177)

(1,370)

BOOK VALUE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2019

1,009

117

1,126

MOVEMENTS
Additions

0

1

1

Amortisations

(436)

(59)

(495)

BALANCE MOVEMENTS

(436)

(58)

(494)

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019
Cost or manufacturing price
Accumulated amortisation
BOOK VALUE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019
Amortisation percentages

2,202

295

2,497

(1,629)

(236)

(1,865)

573

59

632

20

20

Disclosure of intangible assets
The development costs mainly relate to software costs
for the ERP system. The licenses relate to licenses paid
for computer software.

18. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Land and
buildings

Office
inventory

Vehicles

Total

USD

USD

USD

USD

Cost or manufacturing price

4,055

1,031

16

5,102

Accumulated depreciation

(583)

(418)

(12)

(1,013)

3,472

613

4

4,089

0

1

(1)

0

x 1000
BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2019

BOOK VALUE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2019
MOVEMENTS
Disposals
Additions

0

6

0

6

Depreciation

(111)

(198)

(1)

(310)

BALANCE MOVEMENTS

(111)

(191)

(2)

(304)

Cost or manufacturing price

4,055

1,038

15

5,108

Accumulated depreciation

(694)

(616)

(13)

(1,323)
3,785

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019

BOOK VALUE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019
Depreciation percentages

31

3,361

422

2

0-10

10-20

10-20
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19. FINANCIAL ASSETS
DDParticipations in group companies
x 1000

USD

BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2019

2,594

Result of participations

471

Dividends

(1,568)

Currency translation effect

(46)

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2019

1,451

REGISTER OF PARTICIPATIONS
Share in issued capital
in %

IDA International Holding B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands

100

IDA International Services B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands

100

IDA International Participation B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands

100

IDA Trading Foundation Pvt Ltd, Mumbai, India

100

IDA Republic Democratic, Kinshasa, Congo

100

IDA Foundation Ltd. By Guarantee, Lagos, Nigeria

100

IDA Foundation Delaware, Delaware, USA

100

20. INVENTORIES
DISCLOSURE OF INVENTORIES
The stock which is held by IDA Foundation in consignment
for GDF of an amount of USD 9.3 million (2018: USD 11.1
million) is not included in the inventories because IDA
Foundation does not bear risks on these stock positions. The
write down on stocks amounted USD 1.1 million (2018: USD
3.0 million) in 2019.

FINISHED PRODUCTS AND GOODS FOR
RESALE
31-12-2019

31-12-2018

101,883

100,486

x 1000
Inventories

21. DISCLOSURE OF RECEIVABLES
Receivables all have a remaining term to maturity of less
than one year, unless stated otherwise. The fair value of the
accounts receivable is close to the carrying amount, given
the current nature of the accounts receivable and the fact
that, where necessary, provisions for bad debt have been
recognised.

22. TAXES AND SOCIAL SECURITY CHARGES
31-12-2019

31-12-2018

x 1000

USD

USD

Value added tax

108

403

Corporate income tax

32

0

189

108

592
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23. DISCLOSURE OF CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS
The cash and bank balances include bank balances of an
amount of USD 129.7 million (2018: USD 136.1 million),
which are restricted for financing the large programmes.

24. EQUITY
x 1000
Other reserve

31-12-2019

31-12-2018

USD

USD

46,394

46,860

2019

2018

OTHER RESERVE
x 1000

USD

Balance as at 1 January

46,860

62,742

Appropriation of result

(463)

(15,550)

Translation and other movements

(3)

(332)

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER

46,394

46,860

31-12-2019

31-12-2018

USD

USD

97

97

PROPOSED APPROPRIATION OF RESULT
Following the appropriation of result proposed by the
board of directors and pursuant to article 4 of the articles of
association, the loss of USD 463,000 will be deducted from
the other reserves.

25. PROVISIONS
x 1000
Other provisions

DISCLOSURE OF PROVISIONS
The other provisions relate to jubilee benefits.

OTHER PROVISIONS
2019
x 1000
Balance as at 1 January
Decrease other provision
BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER

26. DISCLOSURE OF CURRENT
LIABILITIES
All current liabilities fall due in less than one year. The fair
value of the current liabilities approximates the book value
due to its short term character.

33

USD
97
0
97
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27. PAYABLES RELATING TO TAXES AND
SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
31-12-2019

31-12-2018

x 1000

USD

USD

Wage tax

235

269

Corporate income tax

406

0

Pension contributions

20

72

661

341

31-12-2019

31-12-2018

USD

USD

109,975

123,079

28. OTHER LIABILITIES AND ACCRUED
EXPENSES
x 1000
Advanced payments received from clients / large
programmes

34

Prepayments for buffer stock

15,630

13,797

Miscellaneous accruals and deferred income

73,983

85,921

199,588

222,797
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NOTES TO THE COMPANY-ONLY PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
2019

2018

127

169

0

0

127

169

2019

2018

x 1000

USD

USD

Result of participations

471

567

Active within the Netherlands
Active outside the Netherlands
TOTAL

SHARE IN RESULT OF PARTICIPATIONS

35
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Amsterdam, 11 June 2020
Stichting International Dispensary Association
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W.M.W. Eggen
CEO

M.W. Guensberg
Supervisory Board

A.C.W. ten Bruggencate
Supervisory Board

P.W. van Ooijen
CFO

C.M. Hodgkin
Supervisory Board

M.R. Damen
Supervisory Board

C.J.A.M. Romme
Supervisory Board

A.C.C. van Els
Supervisory Board
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OTHER

INFORMATION
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PROVISIONS OF THE ARTICLES OF
ASSOCIATION RELATING TO PROFIT
APPROPRIATION
Article 3 and article 4 of the articles of association states the
following regarding objective and resources and capital.
In accordance Objective and resources.
Article 3
1. The Foundation’s objective is to improve access to, and to
deliver high quality essential medicines and medical supplies at
the lowest possible price to low and middle income countries,
and to perform all such further acts as may be related or
conducive to the foregoing in the broadest sense.
2. The Foundation preferably supplies the medicines and
supplies referred to in paragraph 1 to institutions and organisations for humanitarian aid, and other institutions and organisations that focus on the provision of regular access to health care
and on conditions that are in accordance with the Foundation’s
humanitarian objective.
3. The Foundation tries to achieve its objectives, inter alia, by:
A. importing, exporting, selling, distributing, trading in,
marketing of, and consultancy with respect to medicines,
dressings and bandages, pharmaceutical raw materials,
medical devices and related products, as well as other
products that are or may be relevant to realisation of the
Foundation’s objectives;
B. checking the quality of the products referred to under a.;
C. providing education, advice, training and assistance in
respect of local or regional initiatives in the field of production and distribution of the products referred to under a.;
D. collaborating with institutions and organisations within
and outside the Netherlands with objectives similar to
those of the Foundation or active in a field related to the
Foundation’s objectives, as well as with all such legitimate
means as may be conducive to realisation of the Foundation’s objectives, all in the broadest sense.
4. The Foundation does not seek to make any profit. The
available resources shall be spent efficiently and effectively, in
accordance with the Foundation’s objective.
Capital.
Article 4
1. The Foundation’s capital shall consist of the operating surplus in respect of the activities carried out by the Foundation, as
well as other income.
2. Testamentary dispositions may be accepted only subject to
the benefit of inventory.
3. The Foundation’s capital serves to realise the Foundation’s
objectives.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To: the board of directors and the supervisory board of
Stichting International Dispensary Association

REPORT ON THE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2019
Our opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements of Stichting International Dispensary Association (‘the Foundation’) give a true
and fair view of the financial position of the Foundation and
the Group (the foundation together with its subsidiaries)
as at 31 December 2019, and of its result for the year then
ended in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Dutch Civil
Code.
What we have audited
We have audited the accompanying financial statements
2019 of Stichting International Dispensary Association, Amsterdam. The financial statements include the consolidated
financial statements of the Group and the company financial
statements.
The financial statements comprise:
• the consolidated and company-only balance sheet as at
31 December 2019;
• the consolidated profit and loss account and companyonly abridged profit and loss account for the year then
ended; and
• the notes, comprising the accounting policies and other
explanatory information.
The financial reporting framework applied in the preparation
of the financial statements is Part 9 of Book 2 of the Dutch
Civil Code.
The basis for our opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Dutch law,
including the Dutch Standards on Auditing. We have further
described our responsibilities under those standards in the
section ‘Our responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements’ of our report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Independence
We are independent of Stichting International Dispensary
Association in accordance with the ‘Wet toezicht accountantsorganisaties’ (Wta, Audit firms supervision act), the ‘Verordening inzake de onafhankelijkheid van accountants bij
assuranceopdrachten’ (ViO, Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants, a regulation with respect to independence)
and other relevant independence requirements in the Netherlands. Furthermore, we have complied with the ‘Verordening gedrags- en beroepsregels accountants’ (VGBA, Dutch
Code of Ethics).
Emphasis of matter - uncertainty related to the effects of the
coronavirus (COVID-19)
We draw attention to the paragraph description of the
conditions, circumstances and developments resulting from
COVID-19 (included in the general notes section) in the
39

financial statements in which the board of directors has described the possible impact and consequences of the coronavirus (COVID-19) on the foundation and the environment
in which the foundation operates as well as the measures
taken and planned to deal with these events or circumstances. This note also indicates that uncertainties remain and that
currently it is not reasonably possible to estimate the future
impact. Our opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.

REPORT ON THE OTHER INFORMATION
INCLUDED IN THE ANNUAL REPORT

In addition to the financial statements and our auditor’s
report thereon, the annual report contains other information
that consists of:
• the supervisory board report;
• the directors’ report;
• the other information pursuant to Part 9 of Book 2 of the
Dutch Civil Code.
Based on the procedures performed as set out below, we
conclude that the other information:
• is consistent with the financial statements and does not
contain material misstatements;
• contains the information that is required by Part 9 of
Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code.
We have read the other information. Based on our knowledge and understanding obtained in our audit of the financial statements or otherwise, we have considered whether
the other information contains material misstatements.
By performing our procedures, we comply with the requirements of Part 9 of Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code and the
Dutch Standard 720. The scope of such procedures was
substantially less than the scope of those performed in our
audit of the financial statements.
The board of directors is responsible for the preparation of
the other information, including the directors’ report and the
other information in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the
Dutch Civil Code.
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RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS AND THE AUDIT
Responsibilities of the board of directors and the supervisory board for the financial statements
The board of directors is responsible for:
• the preparation and fair presentation of the financial
statements in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the
Dutch Civil Code; and for
• such internal control as the board of directors determines is necessary to enable the preparation of the
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
As part of the preparation of the financial statements, the
board of directors is responsible for assessing the Foundation’s ability to continue as a going concern. Based on the
financial reporting framework mentioned, the board of
directors should prepare the financial statements using the
going-concern basis of accounting unless the board of directors either intends to liquidate the Foundation or to cease
operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so. The
board of directors should disclose events and circumstances
that may cast significant doubt on the Foundation’s ability to
continue as a going concern in the financial statements.
The supervisory board is responsible for overseeing the
Foundation’s financial reporting process.
Our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our responsibility is to plan and perform an audit engagement in a manner that allows us to obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence to provide a basis for our opinion.
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error and to
issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high but not absolute level of assurance,
which makes it possible that we may not detect all material
misstatements. Misstatements may arise due to fraud or error. They are considered to be material if, individually or in
the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of
the financial statements.
Materiality affects the nature, timing and extent of our audit
procedures and the evaluation of the effect of identified misstatements on our opinion.
A more detailed description of our responsibilities is set out
in the appendix to our report.

Amsterdam, 11 June 2020

PricewaterhouseCoopers Accountants N.V.
Original has been signed by J. van Weezenbeek RA
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APPENDIX TO OUR AUDITOR’S REPORT
ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2019 OF
STICHTING INTERNATIONAL DISPENSARY
ASSOCIATION
In addition to what is included in our auditor’s report, we
have further set out in this appendix our responsibilities for
the audit of the financial statements and explained what an
audit involves.
The auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements
We have exercised professional judgement and have
maintained professional scepticism throughout the audit
in accordance with Dutch Standards on Auditing, ethical
requirements and independence requirements. Our audit
consisted, among other things of the following:
• Identifying and assessing the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud
or error, designing and performing audit procedures
responsive to those risks, and obtaining audit evidence
that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one
resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
intentional override of internal control.
• Obtaining an understanding of internal control relevant
to the audit in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the Foundation’s internal control.
• Evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies
used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
and related disclosures made by the board of directors.
• Concluding on the appropriateness of the board of
directors’ use of the going-concern basis of accounting,
and based on the audit evidence obtained, concluding
whether a material uncertainty exists related to events
and/or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the
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•

Foundation’s ability to continue as a going concern. If
we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are
required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the
related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion.
Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence
obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report and
are made in the context of our opinion on the financial
statements as a whole. However, future events or conditions may cause the Foundation to cease to continue as
a going concern.
Evaluating the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures, and evaluating whether the financial statements
represent the underlying transactions and events in a
manner that achieves fair presentation.

Considering our ultimate responsibility for the opinion on
the consolidated financial statements, we are responsible
for the direction, supervision and performance of the group
audit. In this context, we have determined the nature and
extent of the audit procedures for components of the Group
to ensure that we performed enough work to be able to give
an opinion on the financial statements as a whole. Determining factors are the geographic structure of the Group, the
significance and/or risk profile of group entities or activities,
the accounting processes and controls, and the industry in
which the Group operates. On this basis, we selected group
entities for which an audit or review of financial information
or specific balances was considered necessary.
We communicate with the supervisory board regarding,
among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the
audit and significant audit findings, including any significant
deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our
audit.

